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Position description

Job title

Digital Architect

Function

Advisory - Senior Manager

Roles & Responsibilities

As a digital architect, you will help clients realize a digital business & IT architecture that

aligns with their business vision and strategy. You will become part of the KPMG

Lighthouse team where you will work in multidisciplinary teams, collaborating with colleagues

from other functions on highly varied client projects across numerous industries. 

You can use your technical or business management experience to advise clients on complex

technology issues. You are full sparring partner of both business and IT and in this role, you

support large organizations in the transition to a future-proof landscape and in the set-up of

entirely new capabilities. You use your knowledge and expertise to assess and coach our

clients, co-develop digital strategies, drafting and building modern architectures solutions,

creating IT roadmaps. 

#technology

#lighthouse

#digitalarchitect

#Architect
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Zaventem HQ

Skills & Qualifications

Minimum of 4 years of experience in technology consulting, digital delivery, software

engineering, or other relevant experience.

You are solution driven and you have a strong analytical mindset, combined with creative

skills.

You demonstrate leadership potential with the ability to communicate complex technical

concepts to a variety of audiences. 

You are an enthusiastic, driven, and proactive person, taking ownership and accountability

in your work.

You have a strong business acumen and enjoy working in client facing roles.

Good understanding of architectural patterns, guard rails, and working in agile/DevOps

environments.

Hands-on working knowledge of microservices, Service Oriented Architecture, APIs and

other modern integration patterns 

General knowledge of cloud native computing, public hyperscalers (Azure, AWS and/or

GCP). 

Knowledge of enterprise architecture frameworks such as TOGAF, Zachman framework is a

plus.

You show an interest in (new) technologies, methodologies, and concepts such as minimal

viable architecture, data- & service mesh, hyperautomation, MLOps, IoT, AR/VR, web3,

thought-to-production mapping, microfrontends, Customer Experience, UI/UX design...

We offer

A competitive salary and profit sharing – the compensation package can be shaped to your

individual needs in terms of mobility, IT devices, etc.

Your will get fringe benefits including continuous trainings that build and extend

professional, technical, and managerial skills in an international and dynamic environment.



Flexible, hybrid work arrangements to enable working on different locations: home office, on-

site or on the go.

“Together” is one of our KPMG-values, so you can count on a wide range of social

activities like team buildings, get-togethers & after-work opportunities together with your

colleagues.

Professional experiences in an international and dynamic working environment with

inspiring colleagues.

An inclusive workspace that encourages diversity and pursues mutual respect for each other’s

beliefs and background.
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